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Abstract – The maritime transport industry operates in an environment characterized by fluctuating fuel prices and low freight rates in a dynamic competitive market. Shipping companies must therefore adopt responsive supply chains whilst containing costs. This study investigates what extant literature can offer from an integrated digitalization and business process management perspective to enhance supply chain performance for shipping companies. The main themes identified in literature have been categorized according to their contributions to achieving responsive and efficient supply chains. Furthermore, the drivers of enhanced supply chain performance have been identified and an agenda for future research is proposed. This study therefore contributes to the research field of maritime transport by enfolding extant literature and guiding decision makers in their efforts to achieve responsive and adaptive shipping supply chains.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The maritime transport industry faces fluctuating fuel prices and low freight rates, putting pressure on profit margins for shipping companies. At the same time, shipping companies operate in a dynamic and highly competitive environment requiring more flexible and resilient organizations [1]. Furthermore, the maritime transport industry is network-centric and requires collaboration across the value chain. Shipping companies must therefore achieve cost reductions whilst adopting responsive supply chains (SCs) to stay competitive [2].

Individuals in the shipping value chain are geographically dispersed [2]. Information and communication technologies (ICTs) together with digitalization can enable collaboration across multiple organizations [2], [3], thereby improving the efficiency of operations [3] and providing a competitive advantage by connecting and integrating actors in the value chain [2]. Thus, ICTs and an improved coordination of the transport process are key drivers in enhancing the quality and efficiency of maritime transport [4]. However, the digital evolution in the shipping industry has not enabled data sharing to facilitate a more efficient coupling between SC actors. Thus, track and trace information is rarely available and information from equipment aboard vessels cannot be easily integrated with other systems [3].

In addition to digitalization as a means for achieving efficient and responsive SCs, business process management (BPM) provides tools for improving process performance and reducing costs [5]. Technologies can enable the reengineering of processes and improve performance [6]-[9], hence technologies and processes can work together to achieve performance improvements.

This paper investigates what extant literature offers in terms of improved efficiency and responsiveness in the shipping SC. Thus, the following research question (RQ) is investigated: How can shipping supply chains become more efficient and responsive from an integrated digitalization and BPM perspective? Efficiency refers to the economic use of resources [10], [11], and responsiveness is “the ability of the manufacturing system or organization to respond to customer requests in the marketplace” [12]. The RQ is answered through a literature review based on 19 papers. The study focuses on processes in the shipping SC rather than the optimization of routes. Fig. 1 illustrates the boundaries of the shipping SC investigated in this study. The paper identifies the main themes in literature considering the improvement of shipping SCs. Moreover, key enablers of efficient and responsive shipping SCs are identified. Finally, an agenda for future research is proposed.

II. METHODOLOGY

Papers for the literature review were identified by searching a combination of and variations over the keywords “shipping supply chain”, “process management”, and “digitalization” using a Boolean search string. The search was limited to the period 1990 to 31 May 2017 and English language scientific papers. The search resulted in 385 hits across three databases: 140 in EBSCO, 150 in Scopus and 95 in Science Direct. Papers were selected which consider the improvement or performance measurement of shipping SC processes. Based on these selection criteria, 19 papers were selected.

The literature review is divided into two parts: a descriptive analysis and a thematic analysis [13]. The descriptive analysis provides an account of the paper details, i.e. publication year, geographical region, applied method and journal. The thematic analysis then elucidates what is known about the research field.

Fig. 1. The shipping supply chain (adapted from [3])
III. RESULTS OF THE LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Descriptive Analysis

The distribution of reviewed papers per year is illustrated in Fig. 2, indicating a peak in published papers in 2011, but an otherwise low level of publications. One explanation of the peak could be an increased focus on efficiency in response to the 2008 financial crisis. The studies in the reviewed papers were carried out in Europe (21%), Asia (16%), multiple regions (21%), or was not specified (42%). The most prevalent method applied is case research (26%), followed by conceptual papers (21%), surveys (16%), mathematical modelling (16%), other empirical studies (11%) and mixed methods (11%). The papers were published in 14 different journals; 21% from both the Maritime Policy & Management journal and Transportation Research. The disparity of journals and publication years together with case research being the prevailing method indicate that research on digitalization and BPM in shipping is an emerging field.

B. Thematic Analysis

The following thematic analysis is divided into two sections according to the RQ: digitalization and BPM.

Digitalization. The efficiency of operations in the shipping industry is vital for meeting customer requirements [9]. ICTs can be viewed as the backbone of supply chain management (SCM) and can support companies in aligning their business with customer needs [14]. Thus, ICTs can enhance the service provided by shipping companies [2], [9]. In addition, ICTs can provide significant benefits, including increased efficiency and security, improved internal controls, and reduced costs. However, high costs, compatibility issues and process interoperability problems impede technology adoption in the shipping industry [2]. A Greek study shows that ICT applications mainly relate to ship safety and less on commercial transactions. Moreover, the application of technologies to improve operations is limited [2].

In applying IT to drive productivity, different IT capabilities are necessary at each stage of IT adoption, i.e. the decision, implementation, and operating phases. In the decision phase, capabilities are necessary which 1) enable the identification of productivity improving IT investments, 2) align the IT and business strategy, and 3) respond to changes and trends in the external environment. In the implementation phase, necessary capabilities relate to 1) the ability to manage IT projects, 2) ensuring organizational readiness for IT changes, and 3) co-adaptability, which ensures connectivity to external partners and enables information and knowledge sharing. In the operating phase, important capabilities concern 1) the ability to strengthen IT versatility, 2) routinization, regular monitoring and continuous improvement of IT, and 3) the ability to ensure dynamic service enhancements through IT, particularly by furthering the reach to more partners in the SC [9].

BPM. Modelling business processes can enable the analysis of operations in the shipping industry to identify waste and improve processes [18]. Value stream mapping, a lean tool, can facilitate waste elimination and enable just-in-time (JIT) operations in ports [19]. A Greek study shows that assessing as-is and to-be processes reveals potential time savings of up to 50% in a port by applying ICTs [18]. Technologies can therefore act as enablers of process improvements.
The application of six sigma tools such as the DMAIC methodology, i.e. Define – Measure – Analyze – Improve – Control, can enable lean and green maritime operations and improve performance in terms of vessel speed, exhaust gas temperature and fuel consumption [20]. Furthermore, Saeed Nooramin et al. demonstrate how six sigma can reduce congestion in a container terminal by examining and reducing variations in truck waiting times. Through a cause-effect analysis, the causes of variation can be identified. Moreover, a failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) offers insights into the most important failure causes. Based on the cause-effect and FMEA analyses, an improvement plan can be devised and proper control methods put in place [21].

To improve customer service, ports may eliminate waste to become lean [22]. Becoming lean could improve the timeliness and reliability of ports. Furthermore, continuous measurement of port performance can support the elimination of waste and the development toward a lean port. To achieve lean ports, a total quality management (TQM) approach is suggested, which provides continuous feedback on port performance. This continuous feedback approach enables responsiveness by continuously adopting corrective measures [22]. As ports link outside flows, serving as an intersection for multimodal transport [23], ports must adopt an extended view of quality management to include business partners [14]. Ports operate as part of a network of ports. To optimize the network, all members of the network must adopt a lean or flexible structure to become responsive [14]. Rather than one lean port in isolation, establishing a network of lean ports reaps the most benefits. To achieve a lean port network, ports must be willing to collaborate and share information [22].

Marlow and Paixão argue that ports need to become agile to better respond to changes in customer demand [19], [22]. Furthermore, the authors argue that establishing lean processes is a prerequisite for creating agile processes [22]. This transition should transpire through a series of developments beginning with the application of business process reengineering (BPR), which is replaced by a TQM approach in the following stages. These subsequent stages progress through a JIT stage, to a lean stage, to an agile stage. Furthermore, the authors argue that this progression facilitates port integration [19].

As a lean tool, Marlow and Paixão argue that JIT can support ports in becoming agile [22]. Collaborative decision making can support JIT operations in ports through collaboration and process integration, e.g. to increase berth productivity [3]. The integration of business processes across organizations in the SC enables SC integration. Lam and Bai emphasize that shipping companies should adopt measures such as creating strategic alliances and SC relationship management to mitigate SC risks [1]. Furthermore, integrating the shipping SC can increase SC profits [15]. Lam and van de Voorde formulate four different strategies for SC integration based on two dimensions: 1) the number of integrated SC members and 2) the number of integrated types of activities. The four strategies are as follows: 1) low integration, 2) partner-focused integration, 3) activity-focused integration, and 4) high integration. Although the shipping industry has moved toward higher levels of integration in recent years, most shipping companies have adopted a low integration strategy [15].

Bichou and Gray propose an integrated port system between the port and SC partners [23]. The authors suggest that to achieve competitive advantages, port operators should seek to integrate the SC by considering the following aspects: 1) use of ICTs, 2) information sharing, 3) relationships with shipping lines, 4) value-added service, 5) integration of transport modes, 6) channel integration and practice, and 7) relationships with inland transport operators [24].

Shipping companies in general only exhibit average market efficiency. To enable benchmarking of relative efficiency, consistent measures need to be developed. Stochastic frontier analysis (SFA) and data envelopment analysis (DEA) can establish the efficient frontier corresponding to the optimal relationship between financial inputs and outputs. A benchmarking study of the dry bulk, wet bulk and container markets shows that tanker companies are relatively more market efficient than other shipping companies, whereas container firms are relatively more operating efficient than for the other two sectors [25]. Similarly, SFA and DEA have been applied to calculate port efficiency [26], [27].

Closely related to benchmarking is the concept of performance measurement. Performance consists of an efficiency and effectiveness aspect, where effectiveness relates to the right output at the right time at the right cost, and efficiency relates to making things faster, cheaper and with less waste. Marlow et al. identify three types of processes: 1) interface processes, i.e. ports and inland terminals, 2) transport processes, i.e. waterborne, road and rail operators, and 3) infrastructure processes, i.e. road and rail infrastructures. The authors propose effectiveness measures for each process type to ensure effective processes before efficient processes [22]. From a port point of view, measuring simple throughput is not sufficient to assess terminal efficiency [24]. Efficiency could be measured in terms of container mix, delays, crane hours, and vessel size and cargo exchange [28]. However, Bichou and Gray argue that ports need to move away from such a profit/output perspective. They propose a framework for port performance measurement which integrates a logistics and SC perspective. From a logistics perspective, ports should move toward a process improvement focus. Similarly, from a SCM perspective, ports should aim to measure performance based on benchmarking and through collaboration with SC partners. However, measuring SC performance poses some methodological challenges and requires partnership collaboration and information sharing in the SC [23].

Table I lists the themes identified in literature and indicates how each theme relates to efficiency/responsiveness and digitalization/BPM.
BPM and digitalization is necessary. Function in isolation and that an integrated approach to support the perception that ICTs and processes do not process improvements [7], [29]. The findings of this study BPR and process innovation and can facilitate radical need to be aligned to ICTs. ICTs are an inherent part of other; ICTs can increase process efficiency, and processes digitalization and BPM have proven to support each

Furthermore, the literature review shows that digitalization can enable benchmarking, performance measurement and information sharing. Information sharing can in turn facilitate collaboration and benchmarking/performance measurement as illustrated in Fig. 3. Many of the reviewed papers, e.g. [15], [24], mention SC integration as a means to improve SC performance. Digitalization, BPM, collaboration and information sharing contribute to SC integration. According to Cooper et al., SCM can be defined as “the integration of business processes from end user through original suppliers that provides products, services and information that add value for customers” [30]. This definition of SCM together with the identified importance of SC integration in literature suggests that a SCM perspective is both applicable and important for the improvement of shipping SCs. However, there seems to be a more narrow logistics focus in the shipping SC, e.g. as indicated in [23] by the focus of ports on logistics measures and the methodological challenges in calculating SC performance. Moreover, the literature review reveals that studies tend to focus on specific tiers in the SC rather than the entire SC.

In terms of practical implications, how the identified themes contribute to efficiency and responsiveness can direct shipping managers toward those management approaches which increase either efficiency, responsiveness or both. Similarly, acknowledging the enablers or drivers of SC performance from a digitalization and BPM perspective can help decision makers focus the attention of new management initiatives. This study has enfolded extant literature regarding the improvement of shipping SCs from a BPM and digitalization perspective and shed light on future research opportunities. The study reveals that extant literature in the field is limited. The selected 19 papers are deemed representative of the field and for providing initial conclusions on the role of digitalization and BPM to enhance shipping SC performance. The main limitation of the study is the exclusion of operational research papers, which could be explored more in future research. The investigated process-oriented literature seems to focus on operations within each SC tier. Moreover, most of this literature is concerned with port operations. Conversely, the digitally oriented literature seems to have a wider SC perspective. One avenue for future research could be to investigate processes outside of ports, e.g. on vessels, administration, and collaboration between vessels and company headquarters. Furthermore, a broader SCM perspective is needed to facilitate a shift from the current single tier focus dominating BPM literature to an SCM approach, which digitalization literature has embraced to a larger extent. Another research opportunity lies in the applicability of different types of BPM and SCM approaches which have not been investigated for the shipping SC, e.g. process standardization, SC design and SC innovation. Furthermore, the identified themes within digitalization and BPM have only been investigated to a limited extent and calls for further research.

### IV. DISCUSSION

Digitalization and BPM have proven to support each other; ICTs can increase process efficiency, and processes need to be aligned to ICTs. ICTs are an inherent part of BPR and process innovation and can facilitate radical process improvements [7], [29]. The findings of this study support the perception that ICTs and processes do not function in isolation and that an integrated approach to BPM and digitalization is necessary.

Table I Themes identified in literature (no. of papers)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Efficiency</th>
<th>Digitalization</th>
<th>BPM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICTs (6)</td>
<td>Process modelling (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT infrastructure (1)</td>
<td>TQM (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information sharing (5)</td>
<td>Lean/JIT (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT capabilities (1)</td>
<td>Six sigma (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytics (1)</td>
<td>BPR (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information sharing (6)</td>
<td>Benchmarking (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICTs (1)</td>
<td>Perf. measurement (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time data (4)</td>
<td>SC integration (10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information sharing (6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytics (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, Fig. 3 depicts the conceptual framework developed in this paper and illustrates the digitalization and BPM constructs identified in literature which enabled improved SC performance in addition to the relations identified between the constructs. SC performance in this case consists of a responsiveness and efficiency aspect. The constructs in Fig. 2 are enabled by either digitalization or process management. Furthermore, digitalization and process management together with SC integration can improve SC performance in terms of responsiveness and efficiency.

In relation to the shipping SC, 49% of the reviewed papers relate to port operations and only 21% consider the broader SC. Furthermore, studies related to digitalization tend to have a broader SC perspective.

The literature review shows that digitalization can enable benchmarking, performance measurement and information sharing. Information sharing can in turn facilitate collaboration and benchmarking/performance measurement as illustrated in Fig. 3. Many of the reviewed papers, e.g. [15], [24], mention SC integration as a means to improve SC performance. Digitalization, BPM, collaboration and information sharing contribute to SC integration. According to Cooper et al., SCM can be defined as “the integration of business processes from end user through original suppliers that provides products, services and information that add value for customers” [30]. This definition of SCM together with the identified importance of SC integration in literature suggests that a SCM perspective is both applicable and important for the improvement of shipping SCs. However, there seems to be a more narrow logistics focus in the shipping SC, e.g. as indicated in [23] by the focus of ports on logistics measures and the methodological challenges in calculating SC performance. Moreover, the literature review reveals that studies tend to focus on specific tiers in the SC rather than the entire SC.

In terms of practical implications, how the identified themes contribute to efficiency and responsiveness can direct shipping managers toward those management approaches which increase either efficiency, responsiveness or both. Similarly, acknowledging the enablers or drivers of SC performance from a digitalization and BPM perspective can help decision makers focus the attention of new management initiatives.

This study has enfolded extant literature regarding the improvement of shipping SCs from a BPM and digitalization perspective and shed light on future research opportunities. The study reveals that extant literature in the field is limited. The selected 19 papers are deemed representative of the field and for providing initial conclusions on the role of digitalization and BPM to enhance shipping SC performance. The main limitation of the study is the exclusion of operational research papers, which could be explored more in future research. The investigated process-oriented literature seems to focus on operations within each SC tier. Moreover, most of this literature is concerned with port operations. Conversely, the digitally oriented literature seems to have a wider SC perspective. One avenue for future research could be to investigate processes outside of ports, e.g. on vessels, administration, and collaboration between vessels and company headquarters. Furthermore, a broader SCM perspective is needed to facilitate a shift from the current single tier focus dominating BPM literature to an SCM approach, which digitalization literature has embraced to a larger extent. Another research opportunity lies in the applicability of different types of BPM and SCM approaches which have not been investigated for the shipping SC, e.g. process standardization, SC design and SC innovation. Furthermore, the identified themes within digitalization and BPM have only been investigated to a limited extent and calls for further research.

![Fig. 3. Key digitalization and BPM constructs enabling improved SC performance in shipping](image-url)
V. CONCLUSION

A literature review concerning the shipping SC from a process and digitalization perspective was conducted. The study identified and categorized the major themes in literature according to digitalization/BPM and efficiency/responsiveness. Furthermore, the main BPM and digitalization enablers or drivers of shipping SC performance have been identified. Finally, a research agenda for future research was proposed.
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